Pendant acid-base groups in molecular catalysts: H-bond promoters or proton relays? Mechanisms of the conversion of CO2 to CO by electrogenerated iron(0)porphyrins bearing prepositioned phenol functionalities.
Two derivatives of iron tetraphenylporphyrin bearing prepositioned phenolic functionalities on two of the opposed phenyl groups prove to be remarkable catalysts for the reduction of CO2 to CO when generated electrochemically at the Fe(0) oxidation state. In one case, the same substituents are present on the two other phenyls, whereas in the other the two other phenyls are perfluorinated. They are taken as examples of the possible role of pendant acid-base groups in molecular catalysis. The prepositioned phenol groups incorporated into the catalyst molecule induce strong stabilization of the initial Fe(0)CO2 adduct through H-bonding, confirmed by DFT calculations. This positive factor is partly counterbalanced by the necessity, resulting from the same stabilization, to inject an additional electron to trigger catalysis. Thanks to the preprotonation of the initial Fe(0)CO2 adduct, the potential required for this second electron transfer is not very distant from the potential at which the adduct is generated by addition of CO2 to the Fe(0) complex. The protonation step involves an internal phenolic group and the reprotonation of the phenoxide ion thus generated by added phenol. The prepositioned phenol groups thus play both the role of H-bonding stabilizers and high-concentration proton donors. They play the same role in the second electron transfer step which closes the catalytic loop concertedly with the breaking of one of the two C-O bonds of CO2 and with proton transfer. It is also remarkable that reprotonation by added phenol is concerted with the three other events.